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Editor’s Note
Hello Friends,
I hope you all are well. Today I want to talk about
self-esteem, which means feeling good about yourself and embracing yourself. With self-esteem, you
believe in yourself, you know that you can do anything if you put your mind to it, and even when
things don't go your way, it helps you accept your
mistakes. So friends always look for new things,
what you can do, try a new sport, dance or any activity which you like, at least give it a try and most importantly "Be happy, proud and be yourself."
In this edition, we incorporated books and activities
that promote Self-love & self-esteem.
I hope you all will like this edition, and please share
your feedback at kidliomag@gmail.com.
Happy Reading!

Dhruvin Dharmendra

Dhruvin
Dharmendra

Cover Story

The Power of Kindness

The Power of Gratitude

                                            
The Power of Positivity characters was inspired by past and present preschool children
and my own children. The illustrations were created to be the likeness of the children.
The characters in The Power of Kindness Through the Eyes of Children and The Power of
Gratitude Unlocking Hidden Treasures were named after some preschool children in my
care. I also asked my students for suggestions of names they liked.
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I hope that my books inspire children to be the best version of themselves by embracing
the qualities they hold in their hearts. When they read my stories, I hope that they can
see themselves connect and embody positivity, kindness, and gratitude. I also hope
they know they can make a difference one small step at a time.

                             
The series The Power of consists of three books thus far, centered around essential character
traits needed in today's world. Each book continues the theme of encouraging children to
explore the many ways they can make a difference in the world. These first 3 books enable
children to find and share positivity and kindness in the world while being grateful for all we
have.
I am in the finish touches of my fourth book, The Power of Empathy, Being the Friend you've
Always Wanted. It embraces emotions, how to recognize them in yourself and your friends, and
then how to show sincere empathy to yourself and others. It's a character trait that I think is so
important to forming friendships.
                                                     
As an In-home family daycare provider and preschool teacher, I have always used books and
songs in my curriculum. These things have proven to be excellent tools to help children learn.
Watching a child become adsorbed in a book is something magical.
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Activity
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Author Interview

Hacking
the
Code

The Ziggety Zaggety Road
of a Dyslexic Kid
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Kees is good at science, fixing things with his hands,
making friends, drawing, solving other people's problems,
and pulling pranks. However, because of his dyslexia, he is
terrible at reading, spelling and writing. After playing a
prank on the teachers by changing the channel on their tv,
he and his friend, Pete, end up having to write an essay
about the hardest thing they've ever done. His friend gets it
done in no time, but Kees can't think of anything to write.
He has two weeks to do it. Can he manage?

g
n
i
r
e
j
i
Gea Me

Hacking the Code is a fun, friendship-centered story that
helps young readers understand that every brain works
differently, and we all have different strengths. Fans of Diary
of a Wimpy Kid will appreciate this relatable, eye opening
tale that draws you in straight away.
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Activity

New Release

Who Am I

Being Your Mama is an adorable tribute to
all the things that make a mama. A beautiful
love story from mother to child, perfect for
kids of any age!

You might find these in a field
If they have horns I’d be wary
The females produce white stuff
That gets classified as dairy

I’m bigger than a cow,
can peel my own bananas,
and don’t eat meat. What animal am I?

I’m a pet that has four legs
And a tail at the end
You might hear me barking
And I’m known as man’s best friend

I start with the letter "S".
I like grazing in fields
I have thick wooly fur,
that people use to make woolen clothes.

This is something black and white
But it’s not an old TV
It’s a type of animal
That starts with the letter Z

Branches grow on its head; it wears
spotted clothes. Not a donkey of a
horse, it runs like the wind.

Ashley Perrotti is a mother of
two who resides in New Jersey.
This is her second self-published
children’s book. Ashley loved
writing this ode to motherhood
for mommy’s everywhere to
read to their little ones.
9
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Tigers have lost an estimated 95% of their historical range. Their habitat
has been destroyed, degraded, and fragmented by human activities.
The clearing of forests for agriculture and timber, as well as the building
of road networks and other development activities, pose serious threats
to tiger habitats. Tigers need wide swaths of habitat for their survival
since they have large home ranges and are very territorial.
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Tiger reserves and national parks not only offer you a thrilling experience to watch these big cats relax in their habitat,
but they also portray nature at their ultimate best.
Jigme Singye Wangchuck National Park, Bhutan
Chitwan and Bardia National Park, Nepal
Siberian Tiger Safari
Sundarbans Reserve Forest, Bangladesh
Kanha National Park, India

Since 2010, July 29 has been celebrated as
Global Tiger Day to raise awareness about
this magnificent but endangered big cat,
which is also India's national animal.
Picture Courtesy: Vivek Shankhdhar
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Author Interview

Q: First tell us something about yourself?
Growing up on the coast of Australia, I've always felt drawn to nature and the
outdoors. This passion grew after my first trip overseas to Nepal as a young
adult when I was 19 years old. Since then, I've travelled all over South America, lived in Peru for 2 years as an English Language Teacher and completed
two ultra-running projects which were featured all over the news in Australia
and went on to raise over $7000 for various charities. For one of these
ultra-running projects, I ran up a 5,822 meter volcano in Southern Peru and
that's what my first children's picture book is all about.
Q: How and when did your journey start as a writer?

Q: Why do you choose kids as your reader ? is there any specific reason?
I think kids are often very open and curious about the world and because of
that, stories that kids read about when they're young can have a deep
impact on them. So, I think it's important for kids to have interesting stories
that they can both relate to and learn from. But, it's also just a wonderful
challenge to write an exciting story with so few words and see it all come to
life with beautiful illustrations!
Q: How did these stories and characters come to your mind?

I would say my journey into writing really began when I studied to be an
English Language Teacher. That was when my love and interest for language
really blossomed and after that I was immersed in languages since I was
studying Spanish, teaching English in a local school and I also started a blog
about my various adventures and travels.

Well, since it was based on a true story, I didn't have to invent any characters
or stories, so the way the story came together felt very natural for me. I
actually wrote almost all of the story in one night. I remember being glued
to my computer for a few hours, just writing out the story and feeling very
inspired. After that, came all the hard work of editing and bringing it to life,
but the way it came about was very organic.

Q: When did you write your first story? Is it published or not?

Q: Do you want to leave any message for your readers?

I wrote my first story back in 2019, while I was studying Spanish, as a way to
practice my writing skills but it wasn't until I returned to Australia that I
started thinking seriously about getting something published.

I think for any young reader, I'd love to tell them that the characters in the
stories they read and the authors that write them are just like them and that
when they grow older I hope they chase their own adventures.

Q: Tell us something more about your books?

                  

My book, 'The Boy Who Ran Up A Volcano' is a true story about the ultra-running expedition up a volcano that I mentioned earlier. I wrote it because I felt
that the real life story would be interesting and exciting for kids and I wanted
to show kids with a real-life example that you really can do difficult things.
The underlying message of the book is that despite what other people
might say about you or your own doubts about yourself, that you can be
brave and take a step into the unknown and I think that message is an
important one for kids to learn as they are growing up.

"The boy who ran up a volcano, is a heart-warming story based on
true events. It will inspire young children, teachers, and parents to
be more courageous and explore the wonderful world around
them!
The boy always loved to run, but because he was small, no one
ever believed he could be a real runner. When the boy grew older,
he travelled all over the world and when he saw the El Misti volcano in Peru, he knew this was his chance to become who he always
wanted to be. He ran and ran but to make it to the top of the volcano, he first had to overcome his past.

Jared Styan

With endearing and poetic writing by Jared Styan complimented
by bold, colourful and epic illustrations by Albina Rayma... this
book is perfect for any young reader looking for inspiration about
travel, the power of curiosity, courage and a true heart."
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New Release

Sunday with Grandma Mae
Dr. Calpernia
Nicole Charles
Dr. Calpernia Nicole Charles is a native of Belize, who currently
resides in Conyers, Georgia. Calpernia received her master’s
degree in Human Resource Management from Galen University
in Belize and her doctoral degree in Education from Brenau
University in Gainesville, Georgia. Calpernia is the author of four
bi-lingual children’s books: Bed Time, Julie B and Me, Daddy’s
Nose and Toes and Sunday with Grandma Mae. She has been a
writer, editor and poetry mentor with Coffee House Writers since
2019 and is a contributing author in Coffee House Writers’ 2020
Anthology: Volumes 1 & 2. When she is not writing, Calpernia can
be found enjoying music, broadways plays and long quiet walks
on the beach.

https://coffeehousewriters.com/author/calpernia-charles/

Sunday with Grandma Mae is a book about a little girl that
spends her Sunday with her grandma. Join them as they go
to church and enjoy their favorite snack in the park before
heading back home. A charming story of a grandmother
and granddaughter who share a special bond that parents
will appreciate and children will love.
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Back To

School

Find All Ten School Related Words.
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Author Interview

Cobweb Capers
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Activity

Take the correct spelling stone to reach home...
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Author Interview

Dilly Duck
Plays All Day
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Holly DiBella-McCarthy
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New Release

A to Z

An
Space Adventure

Gary
Chestney
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Gary Chestney, author and illustrator of
An A to Z Space Adventure was born in
India, and grew up in Australia. He has
always worked within the art and creative space starting as an illustrator,
painter, and then graphic designer. His
passion for illustration has led him down
the path of creating fun, colourful, educational, and interesting books for children. Visit Gary at garychestney.au
A to Z space adventure invites children to journey
through the solar system with a colourful and interactive picture book, enhanced by an original
soundtrack. Packed with educational facts about our
stellar neighbourhood while discovering the
cosmos, this Alphabet Book is a captivating way to
educate and entertain young minds.
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Facts
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The order of the Rainbow spectrum is
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet.
Rainbows Have
No Ends

The state of Hawaii has the
most rainbows in the world.

Rainbows are circles but
they look like curves
when we sight them
from the ground.

You are less likely to discover
a rainbow in the winter.
25
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Author Interview
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What happens when we take a chance and jump into the unknown? Mag the Mighty
Marshmallow will delight readers in this rhyming story. Mag is a shy, but curious
marshmallow, living in a bag, amongst the same, square, boring marshmallows. Her
secret wish is to see what life is beyond the high shelf in the kitchen from where she
lives. If she can muster up the courage to take a leap of faith, she may find a friend or
two down on the countertop, with unexpected surprises. Mag's adventure will
inspire readers to take chances on their dreams, handling stress positively when our
plans don't go according to what we envisioned, and allowing new friends into our
lives. Mag teaches us it's okay to be soft and vulnerable, yet strong and mighty. We
meet important people on our journey; some for seasons and others as keepers. The
ones who remain often become life-long friends to help us when we need it most,
and who like us just the way we are, without trying to change us. Mag the Mighty
Marshmallow is a story both adults and children can relate to and appreciate.

28

Story

THREE IS COMPANY
surprised

Shefali entered the school bus and looked around for her friend, Irfan. She was a bit
to see him
sitting next to a boy, chatting away. This had never happened before. Since KG they had always shared the same
seat. They were besties and everyone knew that. And today they were meeting after a month of holidays. They had
so much to share.
Shefali quietly sat down a couple of rows behind Irfan.
When the bus stopped they trooped out.
“Hey Shef, meet my new neighbour, Manish. He shifted during the holidays and we have become great friends.
And Manish, Shefali and I are besties.”

shyly

.
“Hi Shefali,” Manish offered his hand a bit
“Hello,” Shefali said.
It turned out that Manish was in the same class – 2A. Shefali went ahead and took her usual seat in the second
row. A few minutes later Irfan appeared with Manish in tow. He walked up to Shefali. “I’ll be sitting with Manish. He
is new and will feel lonesome.”
Shefali didn’t reply. She was upset with her friend but didn’t want to say anything.

library

During lunch break Shefali went to the
to return a book. When she went to their favourite spot
under the banyan tree she found Irfan and Manish sharing their Tiffin. This was again something which neither she
nor Irfan had ever done – it was only the two
them who ate together.
Just then Irfan saw Shefali and called out,
“Hey, buddy come and join us.”
“I am not hungry,” Shefali said and walked
away.

Tournament

The finals of the inter-class table tennis
was in progress with Shefali playing with
Richa of section 2B. The match was tied 3 each. The common room was packed. The game swung to and fro and
Shefali got the serve with the score at 9-9. Shefali had kept a secret serve which she decided to use now. It was a
backhand spin serve that produced instant results. Richa tried to defend but the ball simply flew off.
Shefali had won and was mobbed by her classmates.
“Hey Shefali, congrats, I am really proud of you.” It was Irfan.
“Thanks,” Shefali said. This was the first time the two had spoken in days.
“Shefali you played a great game,” Manish who was standing beside Irfan said.
Shefali smiled.
“I have my final match two days from now. I need your help.”
“My help. But weren’t you the TT champ in your previous school?”
“I was. But I would love to try out your back hand spin serve. It sure is very effective. Can you teach me?”
“S..sure,” Shefali replied.
For the next two days Shefali taught Manish while Irfan watched.
Manish won the finals and Shefali’s serve came in very handy.
After the prize distribution ceremony as Shefali and Manish walked back after collecting their cups, Irfan joined
them and gave them a hug each.
“Now do you agree that three is company and not a crowd,” he asked Shefali who
high-fived her bestie.

nodded and

- Ramendra Kumar

Gradually Irfan and Shefali drifted apart.
While Manish and Irfan became the best of
friends Shefali kept to herself.
One day Irfan confronted Shefali, “Why are
you avoiding me?”
“That is like the pot calling the kettle black,”
Shefali said using one of her mom’s favourite

expressions.

“What do you mean?”
“Ever since Manish has become your neighbor you
have completely forgotten about me, your one time
bestie.”
“But Shefali can’t three of us be besties?”
“No. Two is company three is a crowd,” Shefali came up
with another of her mom’s pet comments and walked
away.
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Author Interview

An Awakening of
My Kid Human Powers
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Book

Puns

Recommendations

What is more amazing
than a talking dog

Spelling Bee

What is white when it's dirty
and black when it's clean?

A Blackboard

Name: My Grandmother's Masterpiece
Publisher: Penguin India
Author: Madhurima Vidyarthi

Name: The Super Cup Face-Off

Description: This is the story of how my grandmother
became a famous artist. It happened somewhere
between my seventh and eighth birthdays, so she was
really old and also a grandmother, and I didn't know
she was an artist. And, of course, she was not famous.
And then she was both, all at once.' For Nini, Minima is
just her normal everyday grandmother. So when
Minima suddenly shows an interest in doing something
new, Nini is not sure that she likes it. After all, a grandmother's first job is being a grandmother, isn't it?

Publisher: Scholastic Paperbacks
Description: When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a
fabumouse adventure!
Everymouse on Mouse Island is squeaking about The Super
Cup! My two favorite soccer teams, the Squeakers and the
Turbo Cheese, had made it to the finals. But something
suspicious was happening on the field. The Mighty Mice and
the Sewer Rats seemed to be scoring without even trying!
Could I get to the bottom of it before my two favorite teams
are cheated out of their trophies?

What did the paper
say to the pencil?

You have a
good point

What do elves learn in school?

The elf-abet!

Name: A Ghost Called Fachaak And Other Stories
Author: Ramendra Kumar
Publisher: Ukiyoto Publishing
Description: A witch who weaves dreams, a monkey with a penchant for mischief, a
super quick donkey, a selfie contest with a difference, an adorable ghost, a smiling
cloud, a tug of war which becomes a tug of love, an extra-smart chimp, the jungle rock
stars and a tree which walks and talks - you will find all these endearing characters and
exciting situations in this delightful collection of tales.
A Ghost called Fachaak and Other Stories offers you dollops of humour, loads of fun
and a sprinkling of time cherished values such as courage, commitment, conviction &
camaraderie.

33

When do
astronauts eat?

At launch

time!

What is snake's favourite
subject in school?

Hisssssssssstory.
34

Story

Carlton Braganza, His Love
Carl arrived at the Starry Island with a song in his heart.Under the ground, he built a beautiful cottage with tons of flowers. His picket fence
was made of gladioli. Not another Peter Pan but Carl never grew old.
One evening, Lauren and Barbara were out looking for their lost bunny, Butter. Barbara stumbled on a rock and fell down. Before she
picked herself up she heard humming.
" I hear someone humming" Barbara told Lauren who was busy looking beneath thick bushes.

goblins

"Oh is it! You may write a story about singing
" retorted Lauren "Now, look it out"
Barbara ran towards Lauren, stood right in front of her "Listen up sis, I did hear"
Together, the girls kept their ears close to the ground. Creeping on all fours, with their ears to the ground they reached azalea shrubs with
flowers in shades of pink, peach, coral, purple and white.
"How come flowers of all colours in one bush", whispered Barbara
They bent forward, took a deep breath, peeped through the bush and saw something mysterious yet wonderful.
"A house", gasped Lauren.

Singing

Carl welcomed the girls with a song and never stopped
about colours and flowers. As Carl wished, the girls
promised he would always be their secret. Lauren didn't believe Carl could talk with flowers, sing to them and multiply them until he
showed them. Then on, he bragged about himself and all the extravaganza he could promise.
"Why should you stay hidden", questioned Barbara "People would love you if they know you"
Lauren hushed her, saying "He likes to remain this way. So let him be"
"Elusive, huh?" Barbara asked awkwardly.
In no time, the island looked grand. Islanders renamed their island, sold flowers to the nearest towns and cities, bought
bigger boats, sailed the world and lived happily. The rest of the world was in for a surprise, for the

Lauren leaned against Barbara and stared at him, "Is that all Carl...Ton? Someone has put a spell on you. Don't you see
it?"
"A good spell, dear Carlton Braganza", giggled Barbara
Delighted with his new name Carl said "Whatever, but I make a wish through a song"
Lauren interrupted, "And you will not grow old and die, will you?"
Carl shook his head "As long as I'm needed, I'll be here".
The girls heard their father call out.
"Let's move. Let's go" said Lauren quickly.
The girls glanced around and took to their heels.
"Hey cake and pie. I found your Bunny" said their father, smiling wide "Why are you girls away from home all the time"
Lauren stared at the sea, hesitated for a second longer and said "It's all about the flowers. Let's go, see Butter"
Years passed. Lauren and Barbara got to know Carl better.
One night as the girls were enjoying a moonlit dinner with their friends, Lauren saw a chariot decked up with flowers
cruising past the sky.
"Did he just fly away?", asked Barbara anxiously.
Somebody asked aloud, "Who flew away?"
Lauren moved closer to Barbara and said quietly, "I think so".
The sisters stood watching the clear sky, sad and disappointed as their friends called out to them.
Lauren said to herself, "Thanks Carlton Braganza. It's our turn to keep this place bright and beautiful"
Whenever the girls heard of heavenly blooms elsewhere, they knew it was all about their buddy, his love and songs

- Elsa Lycias Joel

Bloom

island was covered with one kind of flower every day. The island looked bright red
oneday and another day it looked golden yellow. Lauren and Barbara hopped alongside Carl wherever he
went. He stopped talking and singing to a flower only after tons of the same bloomed everywhere. So,
Barbara decided to call him Carlton. When fragrance filled the air, birds sang, bees

buzzed and fruit yielding trees bore fruits. Bloom island and it's extravaganza
was much talked about.
"Come on Carl, stop bragging and tell us how you do it", said Lauren giving away
a jealous look
"Bragging about extravaganza, let's call him Braganza", chuckled Barbara
"Nothing brave, just love" Carl shrugged "If you sing for flowers, for anything
beautiful with love in your heart, then maybe you can do it like me".
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Creative Corner

Poems

A Rose

Creative Corner

                 
                
                     
       
       
            
          
         

Name: Pranshi Bansal
Age: 5.5 years

Name: Akshita Gupta
Age: 10

Manya Pathak

Nabila Riyasat

Disha.A

Name : Devika Prakash
Age : 13
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